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Designation in bid schedule of responsive
qualified products list product by manu-
facturer's product designation and a non-
responsive product by superseded qualified
products list test number with no means of
determining from the bid which item was
intended render bid nonresponsive,

Chemray Coatings Corporation (Chemray) protests
award of a requirements contract to Enterprise Chemical
Coatings Company (Enterprise) for the Forest Green camou-
flage paint portion of invitation for bids (IFB)
No, lOPR-XMS-50S3, issued by the General Services Admini-
stration (GSA), Enterprise was the low bidder and Chem-
ray was the second low bidder for the Forest Green paint.
Chemray contends that the bid of Enterprise is nonrespon-
s i e .We sustain the protest.

The IFB specified Forest Green paint ,aanufactured
in accordance with "Military Specification MIL-E-52798A
(ME), dated -lay 21, 1976, and Amendment No. 2, dated
March 3, 1980. Type I regular formulation. * * QPL
(Qualified Products List) Qualification required." All
items were required to have been tested and approved for
inclusion on QPLr-52798-5, which superseded QPL-52798-4.
Bidders were required to insert in the spaces provided
in the schedule of items, the name of the manufacturer,
the production designation, and the QPTS test or qualifi-
cation reference number of each product offered.

Both Chemray and Enterprise had products on then
applicable QPL with individual test numbers and manuFac-
turer's designations. The Type I Forest Green paint of
Enterprise on the QPL bears test number TBl41 and manu-
facturer's designation 900-G-002. In the schedule
of items, Enterprise listed "900G002," the correct
manufacturer's product designation, but an incorrect QPL.
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test number, TB12, rather than TB141. In addition, Enter-
prise initialed all nine product designation numbers
in the schedule, including the one at issue,

Chemray alleges the bid of Enterprise is nonrespon-
sive because the QPL test number listed was not the QPL
test number on the current QPL and refers to a different
product. Therefore, Chemray alleges that, because of
the conflict, the Enterprise bid does not clearly evi-
dence which product Enterprise proposes to supply.

The agency contends that Enterprise properly identi-
fied the product by manufacturer's designation and con-
firmed the designation by initialing, The product identified
in the bid by production designation *Ls listed on the
applicable QPL and, this fact is viewed by the contracting
officer as substantially complying with the letter and
intent of the IFB, The agency alleges that the test number
entered by Enterprise has no meaning in connection with
QPL-5 2 798-5 and concludes that no material ambiguity is
created by the ijisertioti of a "meaningless" test number,
Therefore, the citation of the incorrect QPL test number
is waivable as a minor informality.

Although, as alleged by GSA, the QPL test number (TB12)
inserted by Enterprise in the bid schedule has no meaning
in connection with QPL-52798-5, the number is not meanin-
less. It is the Government laboratory number given to
the sample of Forest Green paint designated by Enterprise
as product GA2-011 on the superseded QPL. In Chemray
Coatins Corporation, B-201873, August 17, 1981, 81-:
CPD 146, involving a prior solicitation for the same paint,
Enterprise offered its product GA2-Oll, T1312, on QPL 5279S-4.
The solicitation there called for paint in accordance
with the identical amended military specification in the
instant IFB and QPL52798-5, which had not been formally
issued, but under which bidders had received new qualifica-
tion numbers. There, we held that the paint offered by
Enterprise differed materially from the paint for which
the solicitation called, and we held that the bid was
nonresponsive.

In the present instance, Enterprise has offered by
production designation a paint which is responsive to the
solicitation, but, by QPL test number, a paint which is
nonresponsive with no means of determining from the bid
which product is being offered. Therefore, the bid is
ambiguous and nonresponsive. Lektro Incorporated,
3-202212, June 15, 1981, 81-1 CPD 484.
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We do not subscribe to GSA's view that Enterprise's
initialing of the Forest Green product designation overrides
the accompanying incorrect test number, The solicitation,
paragraph 21b) of standard form 33-1X, provides only for
initialing of erasures or other changes, As mentioned
above, in the bid schedule, Enterprise initialed all produc-
tion designations even though only one of the nine designa-
tions, not the ForesL Green paint designation, appears
to have bt:en changed, and all product designations are
correct, On the pricing portion of the schedule, only
changed unit prices were initialed, Therefore, there does
not appear to be a consistent pattern for initialing an
item, and the bid does lot show clearly the purpose of
such in tialing.

The contract is for requirements from February 1,
1982, to January 31, 1983, but was not awarded until on
or about March 5, 1982. Since only about 1 month of per-
formance has occurred, we recommend that the agency consider
the feasibility of terminating the contract for Forest
Green paint for the convenience of the Government and
awarding the contract to Chemray, if Chemray is otherwise
eligible for award.

We sustain the protest.
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